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Abstract 
Autonomous vehicles are well known today for many reasons. On the one hand, it is a technologically big (and 
interesting) challenge, on the other hand it raises several legal issues. We focused on a technical thing: we created a 
theoretical advisory support system which helps driving autonomous cars. This system may be needed if the self-driving 
car's own database is not up to date for some reason. The software informs the vehicle’s control program about the 
upcoming traffic signs, traffic lights, crosswalks and any static element in the vicinity of the road that may affect the 
control of the cars.  The program is currently running in simulation mode so it has not been tested in a live position (in 
a vehicle). Nevertheless, the substantive operation, the structure of the database and the operation of the program can 
be demonstrated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Proper navigation, accurate information about the vehicle's current position are essential for driving a car. This is solved 
in the case of a human driver, because the knowledge of traffic rules, signs and the cognitive picture of our surrounding 
make these possible. Even on an unknown place, we have the help of a car map to build this inner image (KOVÁCS et al. 
2019, VÖRÖS et al. 2019). If not, then only the objects of the environment we perceive are available. 

An autonomous car is a vehicle what is controlled by digital technology without human intervention and is able to travel 
in road traffic. It senses the details of its environment, navigates and directs itself based on the perceived objects 
without harming its surroundings and itself (GUANG et al. 2018). In the case of a driverless car, continuous monitoring 
and evaluation of the environment simulates the activity of the human driver without its background knowledge. Of 
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course, this is not only important for navigation, but also because of the ever-changing or unexpected emergencies 
(Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. The interior of a driverless car and the road objects detected by the cameras (The Tesla Team 2016) 

The environment where cars move is extremely complex – the moving car and the environment has a close connection 
to each other (CERVERO and KOCKELMAN 1997). Of course, there are also static parts such as traffic signs, traffic lights, 
intersections, road signs, sidewalks and edges. Some parts of them have no effect on traffic (e.g. signs indicating the 
proximity of a hotel or a hospital), while others have a fundamental influence on the machine or human driver 
(pedestrian crossing, compulsory direction, stop sign, etc.). Currently, these objects (traffic lights or signs) are still 
essential for the vehicle to travel, but they are not expected to be needed when a significant number of self-driving cars 
are on the road. Instead of these computer programs will communicate with the vehicles directly (BEGG 2014) and/or 
sends signals – e.g. high quality digital maps (WAGNER et al. 2014). In addition, there are dynamically changing objects 
in this environment, such as other moving vehicles, irregular or hesitant pedestrians, stray animals or falling objects 
from trucks, etc.  

It would take off a significant burden from the automatic driver if the current position of the car could be compared 
continuously with a "smart" map - available in the background -, which also contains several important information 
about the progress. Detecting them on the go requires large resources. Of course, the suddenly changing environment 
must be perceived (other cars, pedestrians, etc.), but no barely or slow-moving objects, because they are available on the 
digital map (intersections, signs, traffic lights, etc.). 

For example, if we know that we are now on a main road where traffic lights are placed and its end is indicated by a 
priority sign, it is enough to detect only the way we are going on and where we are. We know in advance - for example 
- where a priority sign is expected to appear. Digital maps are available (such as Google Maps, Bing Maps, 
OpenStreetMap), but they also contain a lot of unnecessary objects. At the same time, basic data which are essential for 
a driverless car are missing (e.g. pedestrian crossing, traffic signs, traffic lights). Therefore, we have created a map data 
structure that contains all the data needed to control the autonomous car. We have also created an experimental software 
that stimulates the vehicle’s movements and continuously monitors the content of the digital map to demonstrate what 
objects are located near the current position of the car within an adjustable distance. It sends information to the 
controller, which in this case only means displaying the expected objects. The following describes the structure of the 
database and the operating mechanism of the software (PÁL et al. 2019). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Creating the dataset 

To create the database, we had to do a survey in a sample area to measure all the objects that could affect (even to the 
smallest extent) the self-driving car. The sample area was the downtown of Budapest (capital city of Hungary) – there 
are a lot of traffic signs, lights and other objects that affect traffic, so a lot of traffic situations can be simulated. 
However, it does not contain data that would appear on a traditional digital map, such as labels, watercourses, green 
spaces, famous objects (theatres, museums, restaurants, etc.). Since this software is in the pilot phase (which can later 
be used for educational purposes), the main consideration was that we can create it ourselves and free. Therefore we 
used the department’s RTK-GPS to measure more than 600 above mentioned objects (Figure 2). Because we measured 
in a densely built-up area, we assumed that the accuracy of the measurement would not be ideal. We tried to choose the 
measurement time accordingly, but so it was that we measured with an accuracy of ~1 meter. The database avoided not 
only the coordinates of the points and the "meanings" of the objects, but also the street to which the meaning of the 
object refers (e.g. signpost). 

 

Figure 2. The surveyed ~600 points in the sample area (center of Budapest, Hungary) 

The dataset 

Map data and traffic signs data are stored in PostgreSQL 9.6 (+ PostGIS extension) open source database manager, 
which has extensive spatial functionality. These functions are especially important because the vehicle's position and 
the exact street will have to be continuously determined during the movement of the car (this phase is currently 
undeveloped, but the work done so far predicts this goal). It looks obvious at this point, but the position on the map is 
just a sight. In order to determine the name of the street during the navigation procedure, we need to carry out 
continuous spatial queries, we need to know which street of our current position is closest to. This is needed because 
when we come across a traffic sign (which can be achieved by calling spatial functions) we can determine on which 
street the sign is valid (the one that we are on, or we found only a sign of a crossing street, which may also be important 
when approaching an intersection). 

The required data is stored in five tables: districts (bpdistrict), borders of blocks (bpblocks), main streets 
(bpmainstreets), streets (bpstreets), traffic signs (traffic_tables) and their code table (traffic_table_codes). We 
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emphasize that bpdistrict and bpblocks tables are for demonstration purposes only, so we disregard for their 
presentation. The basic data for the problem are included in the other tables: bpmainstreets, bpstreets, traffic_tables and 
traffic_table_codes. The fields and contents of these tables are shown below. 

Main streets of Budapest 

In the bpmainstreets table (Table 1) we only store the track of the streets (a simple graph), not the complete geometry 
(e.g. road width). However, we store the street names (street field, string type) that the car controller needs to determine 
on which street we are driving. When it detects in motion that there are one or more traffic signs nearby, it must be able 
to decide which sign applies to us, and which one to the crossing roads. 

Table 1. Example of the data table containing main streets (bpmainstreets)  

 gid 

[PK] integer 

layer 

character varying (17) 

street 

character varying (31) 

geom 

geometry 

1 1 mainstreets route 11 01050002… 

2 2 mainstreets route 11 01050002… 

3 3 mainstreets route 11 01050002… 

4 4 mainstreets Árpád bridge 01050002… 

5 5 mainstreets Árpád bridge 01050002… 

6 6 mainstreets Árpád street 01050002… 

7 7 mainstreets Árpád street 01050002… 

Streets of Budapest 

In the bpstreets table (Table 2) we also store only the track of all the streets available and accessible for cars without 
exact geometrical parameters. We should store the names of the streets to help the autonomous car to determine on 
which street we are going. Creating a database of this size - uploading the entire street network of Budapest with real 
data - is far beyond the possibilities of a research and development project. Only large companies specialized in data 
upload can do this task. Of course, there are such products on the market, thus, if actual product development had been 
done, these databases could have been purchased or created. 

Table 2. Example of the data table containing streets (bpstreets)  

 gid 

[PK] integer 

layer 

character varying (17) 

geom 

geometry 

1 1 mainstreets 01050002… 

2 2 mainstreets 01050002… 

3 3 mainstreets 01050002… 

4 4 mainstreets 01050002… 

5 5 mainstreets 01050002… 

6 6 mainstreets 01050002… 

7 7 mainstreets 01050002… 
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Traffic signs of Budapest 

In the traffic_tables table (Table 3) the first column contains the primary key (gid). In the geometry field called geom 
contains the location of the RTK-measured traffic signs. During the survey X, Y coordinates were measured but the 
PostgreSQL converts the two values to binary. The code points to a code table (traffic_table_codes) that lists the table 
types with their code and text description.  

Table 3. Example of the data table containing traffic signs (point objects)  

 gid 

[PK] integer 

geom 

geometry 

code 

integer 

1 1 0101000020945… 1 

2 3 0101000020945… 1 

3 5 0101000020945… 1 

4 6 0101000020945… 1 

5 8 0101000020945… 2 

6 10 0101000020945… 2 

7 11 0101000020945… 1 

 

Table 4. Example of database containing traffic signs (traffic_table_codes) 

 name 

character varying 

code 

[PK] bigint 

1 Priority mandatory 1 

2 Stop! Priority mandatory 2 

3 No thoroughfare! 3 

4 No-entry by vehicle 4 

5 No-entry by motorcycle 5 

6 No-entry by bus 6 

7 No-entry by lorry 7 

8 No-entry by bike 8 

9 No-entry 9 

 

The traffic_table_codes table (Table 4) lists the possible traffic control signs with their code (code, primary key) and 
text description (name, string field).  
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RESULTS 

Schematic operation of the system: the program called CarNav is a C# application that uses Postgres/PostGIS database 
manager. Its purpose is to track the car's movement, to detect its current position, and to determine which way the car is 
going. It performs spatial queries continuously while moving to find nearby traffic signs and other static elements. 
These spatial queries led us to choose Postgres/PostGIS because its spatial functionalities are well-designed, reliable 
and fast. 

An important feature of the software is the determination of the user’s current location with the help of a GPS. In the 
development phase we use a hobby device that is connected with the testing computer with a serial-USB cable. This is 
due to maintain the stability of the connection. The CarNav translates the binary NMEA data (National Marine 
Electronics Association). These contain important information about the physical state of the satellites, but we only 
need the simple lat/lon coordinates. By performing queries to continuously monitor our position, we are ready to take 
the software into real traffic. 

The program is currently running in simulation mode: there is no built-in computer - that the program could run on - in 
a car, however, substantive operation can be demonstrated. Consider the following: if the car's position (X, Y 
coordinate) changes, then the Coordinate_Changed event will take place. There are two processes built into its event 
handler. One determines which road is closest to the car's position. Then we call the selectNearestStreet method to 
execute the following spatial SQL command: 

SELECT street, ST_Distance(ST_GeomFromText('POINT(X Y)', 23700), geom) AS 
distance  
FROM bpmainstreets ORDER BY 2 ASC LIMIT 1 

This command will give us a street name that is closest to our X, Y position. Then we need to collect traffic signs 
located within a predetermined distance (searchRadius) that contains for which street they are valid to (that is why we 
had to call selectNearestStreet). Then we call the LookforNearPoints procedure, which executes the following SQL 
command: 

SELECT gid, traffic_table_codes.name, traffic_tables.code  
FROM traffic_tables, traffic_table_codes  
WHERE st_dwithin(traffic_tables.geom, st_setsrid(st_point(coord.X, coord.Y), 
23700), searchRadius)  
AND traffic_table_codes.code = traffic_tables.code  
ORDER BY 
ST_Distance(traffic_tables.geom,st_setsrid(st_point(coord.X,coord.Y),23700)) 

In both SQL commands, the 23700 is the EOV system’s EPSG code in the spatial_ref_sys table of PostGIS. Figure 3 
shows the CarNav system during operation, when it finds and shows a one-way street sign. 
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Figure 3. The small dots indicate the position of some traffic signs.  
The one-way street sign has just been found with the spatial query. 

CONCLUSION 

The main goal of the research is to achieve safer autonomous driving conditions: the upgradeable map GIS database in 
the car’s memory is an additional tool that contributes to lower threat to human life. Depending on our vehicle's current 
position, CarNav does the following: continuously determine on which route we are going. This is a result of the 
following spatial query: the nearest street to our current position collects traffic signs around the car (e.g. 30- or 50-
meters buffer zone). The attribute data of the traffic signs also include the street name that it refers to, so we can choose 
a sign from the dataset that applies to the road where we are, and which belongs to the correct crossroad. This is 
important at any intersections (priority to the right). The future maintenance of this data system is also in our hands: 
human work can be replaced by point cloud analysis and later by upgrading self-driving cars to be able to collect data. 
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